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Absolute accuracy, 213, 215
Absolute maximum ratings, 244
AC coupling, 195
Accuracy
  of capacitors, 215
  time constant, 220
  tracking of values, 220
Acid rechargeable battery, 618
Acquisition probe, 655
Active filter, 205
Active probe, 652
Active region of BJT, 431
Active-high and Active-low, 515
Actuator, 11, 187
Addition
  of currents, 210
  of voltages, 210
Address decoder, 386
Address of memory cell, 360
Adjustable voltage, 588
Amplification
  error caused by input resistance, 273
  of inverting gain, 259
Amplifier, 214
Amplitude Bode diagram, 151
Analog cell, 446
Analog ground, 259
Analog multipliers, 223
Analog processing, 137
Analog-to-Digital (A/D) Converter (ADC), 293
AND gate, 496
Anode (positive terminal), 395
Anti-aliasing filter, 303
Anti-resonant frequency, 639
Aperture delay, 299
Aperture uncertainty, 299
Application note, 240
Application-Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC), 233, 377
Architecture reconfiguration, 622
Arithmetic Logic Unit (ALU), 231, 360
Assembly, 254
Associative law, 501
Asynchronous circuit, 230
Asynchronous operation, 355
Auto-polarization of inverting amplifier, 459
Auto-range, 651
Auto-zero, 270
Automatic soldering machines, 240
Automatic Test Equipment (ATE), 124
Average voltage, 651
Band-gap reference, 492
Band-reject, 158
Bandpass, 158
Bandwidth improvement, 545
Barkhausen criterion, 628
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Base-band, 305
Base-to-emitter voltage, 492
Battery, 571, 610
  capacity, 615
  charger, 617
  power management, 119
Behavioral
  description of op-amp, 243
  language, 26
Bell Laboratories, 393
BiCMOS technology, 425
Binary counter, 375
Binary weighted capacitor, 312
Bipolar Junction Transistor (BJT), 423
Bit, 347
Bit stream, 350
Bit-Error-Rate (BER), 350
BJT voltage–current relationship, 427
Block diagram, 95
  digital circuit, 230
Board-to-board communication, 351
Bode diagram, 151, 453, 459
Body effect, 411, 473
Bonding inductance, 188
Boole, George, 356
Boolean algebra, 499
Boolean function, 357
Boost converter, 604
Booth coding, 367
Breakdown of p–n junction, 402
Buck converter, 604
Buck–boost converter, 604, 610
Buffer, 213
Buffer/Driver, 496
Bulk biasing, 412
Bulk of active devices, 411
Bulk transconductance gain of MOS, 420
Bus of data, 294
Bypass capacitor, 254
Byte, 350
Cache memory, 361
Calibration
  general concept, 77
  of resistors, 207
Capacitance-Based DAC, 312
Capacitor
  ceramic, 215
  critical node, 219
  electrolytic, 215
  film, 215
  insulating resistance, 216
  metallized film, 215
  tantalum, 216
Carl Zener, 403
Carrier mobility, 415
Carry save, 364
Carry-in, 363
Carry-look-ahead, 363
Carry-out, 363
Cascode
  equivalent resistance, 480
  small signal voltage gain, 483
  with active load, 477
  with cascode load, 482
Cathode (negative terminal), 395
Cathode Ray Tube (CRT), 652
Center-tapped connection, 577
Central Processing Unit (CPU), 110, 360
Ceramic capacitor, 600
Channel of MOS, 411
Charge leakage, 536
Charge pump, 593, 601
Charge sharing, 536
Charging capacitor, 597
Charging cycle, 617
Chip-to-chip communication, 351
Chopper stabilization, 270
Clear delay, 521
Clipping, 223
Clock, 294, 349
Clock feedthrough, 536
Clock-edge controlled, 518
Clocked comparator, 289
CMOS inverter with active load, 454
  small-signal analysis, 456
CMOS logic, 188
Coherent sine wave, 73
Collector, 425
Column Access Strobe (CAS), 383
Combinational circuit, 356
Combinational logic, 504
Commercial temperature range, 288
Common base, 439
Common collector, 439
Common emitter, 439
Common-mode
  gain, 249
  input voltage, 249
  rejection ratio (CMRR), 249
  voltage, 243
Commutative law, 501
Comparator, 284
  continuous-time, 222
  sampled-data, 222
  symbol, 285
  with hysteresis, 285
Compensation, 563
Complementary MOS (CMOS), 411
Complex Programmable Logic Devices (CPLD), 378
Computer-Aided Design (CAD), 21, 24
Constant signal, 35
Continuity check, 651
Continuous Conduction Mode (CCM), 606
Continuous-amplitude, 34
Continuous-time, 51, 141, 161
Continuous-time feedback loop, 541
Control feedback loop, 605
Conversion algorithm, 295
Convolution, 141
Corner frequency, 252
Correlation, 163
Counter, 371
Critical path, 531
Cross-talk, 76
Crossover distortion, 549
Current limiter, 593
Current mirror, 487
Current reference, 492
Current sensing for memory, 389
Cut-off region of BJT, 430
D-flip-flops, 518
D-latch, 516
Darlington configuration, 433, 585
Data communication, 350
Data fusion, 116
Data integrity, 350
Data sheet, 240
of comparator, 286
of data converter, 295
Data transfer, 350
Data transfer speed, 381
DC interface, 194
De Morgan’s theorems, 501
Decibel, 67
Decimal system, 348
Decoder, 511
Delay, 189
Demultiplexer (DEMUX), 231, 512
Depleted region of JFET, 440
Depletion region, 12, 401
Derivative with op-amp, 266
Derivator, 204
Desensitization of transfer gain, 545
Deserialization, 351
Device Under Test (DUT), 652
Dickson charge pump, 390
Differential
gain of op-amp, 248
input, 242, 483
Non-Lineariry (DNL), 298
pair, 483
processing, 198
signal, 220
to single-ended converter, 490
Digit, 347
Digital
CMOS inverter, 522
code, 293, 296
control of time constant, 267
filtering, 305
function implementation, 233
memory, 381
multiplier, 232, 365
processing, 137, 347
storage oscilloscope, 654
synthesis, 232
waveforms, 348
Digital Signal Processor (DSP), 111, 175, 233, 361
Digital-to-Analog (D/A) Converter, 293
Diode, 395
Diode model, 578
Diode-on voltage, 492
Direct α, 431
Direct β, 432
Direct Digital Synthesis (DDS), 647
Discharging capacitor, 597
Discontinuous Conduction Mode (DCM), 606
Discrete amplitude, 293
Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT), 69
Discrete-amplitude, 59
Discrete-time, 59, 293
Discrete-time feedback loop, 541
Disoverlap of clock phases, 302
Distortion, 39, 547
Total Harmonic, 86
Distributive law, 501
DMOS, 443
Dominant pole, 250, 546
Doping and p–n junction, 403
Double feedback, 628
Double-sided boards, 240
Down-counter, 230, 375
Drain, 411
Driving capability, 188, 278
Drop-out voltage, 590
Duplex, 350
Duty-cycle, 223, 605
Dynamic
logic, 535
power, 441
power consumption, 614
RAM (DRAM), 385
range (DR), 34, 88
response of digital CMOS inverter, 526
specifications of data converter, 299
Early effect, 432
Ebers–Moll model, 431
Edge-transition detector, 518
Edge-triggered flip-flop, 517
Efficiency of switching regulator, 613
Electrical characteristics of op-amp, 245
Electrical static specifications of data converter, 296
Electrical transformer, 573
Electrically Erasable Programmable Read-Only Memory (EEPROM), 378, 384
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Electrically tunable transconductance, 280
Electrochemical cell, 616
Electronic Design Automation (EDA), 21
Electronic interfaces, 184
Electronic toys, 96
Electrostatic Discharge Protection (EDS), 191
Emitter, 425
Emitter Coupled Logic (ECL), 188
Emitter follower, 438, 471
input resistance, 477
output resistance, 475
small-signal equivalent circuit, 474
Energy scavenging, 618
Entertainment, 96
Equivalent circuit
of a diode, 398
of inverting amplifier, 274
of MOS transistor, 419
of op-amp, 255
Equivalent inductor, 283
Equivalent Series Resistance (ESR), 600
Erasable Programmable Read-Only Memory (EPROM), 384
Error amplifier, 590
Exclusive-OR (XOR), 505
Execution, 20
Exponential response, 222
Extrapolated \( f_T \), 256
Eye diagram, 351
Failure, 191
Fall front, 294
Fall Time, 251
Fan-in, 498
Fan-out, 188, 498
Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), 69, 70, 365
Feedback, 9, 33, 227, 539
control, 612
factor, 566
gain, 542
input and output resistance, 555
negative and positive, 542
network, 566
processor, 540
types of, 551
with real input and output port, 553
Ferromagnetic core, 573
Fetching data, 361
Field programmable device, 378
Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA), 234, 360, 378
Filter, 158
high-pass, 204
notch, 158
resonant, 158
two-pole, 205
Filter mask, 159
Finite bandwidth effect, 276
Finite differential gain, 248
Finite gain effect, 270
Flash memory, 378, 385
Flicker noise, 640
Flip of capacitor, 599
Flip-around technique, 315
Flip-flop, 232, 373
Floating gate, 381
Flowmeters, 295
Flying capacitor, 600
Forward bias, 575
Forward processor, 540
Fourier transform, 5, 31, 46, 47, 69, 148
Fractional division of frequency, 643
Free running, 654
Frequency domain, 46
Frequency granularity, 643
Frequency Modulation (FM), 99, 223
Frequency response of feedback circuit, 559
Fringing effect, 216
Full custom design, 377
Full duplex, 350
Full-adder, 363, 507
Full-wave rectifier, 577
Fully differential processing, 198
Gain
Bandwidth Product (GBW), 250, 276
error in A/D converter, 297
margin, 562
sensitivity, 545
stabilization with feedback, 543
Gate, 411
array, 26, 378
current, 417
Equivalent (GE), 229
switching threshold, 523
Gated latch, 516
Gaussian distribution, 244
Gaussian function, 163
Generalized amplifier, 268
Generation of negative voltage, 599
Generation–recombination, 417
Generic Array Logic (GAL), 234
Giga-Scale Integration (GSI), 229
Gilbert cell, 223
Glitch power, 301
Glue logic, 233
Ground for signal, 198
Gyrator, 283
Half duplex, 350
Half-adder, 363, 507
Half-wave rectifier, 407, 573
Handshaking technique, 374
Hardware Description Language (HDL), 232
Harmonic distortion, 76, 78, 227
Harmonic oscillator, 634
Harsh environment, 120
Harvard architecture, 361
Heat dissipation, 441
Hierarchical description, 96
High-k insulator, 216
High-pass, 158, 203
High-to-low propagation delay, 521
High-to-low transition, 526
Hurwitz criterion, 559
Hybrid (or $h$) parameter for BJT modeling, 434
Hybrid DAC architecture, 316
Hybrid-$\pi$ model, 434
I–V relationship of MOS, 416
I–V responses of the diode, 398
Impedance matching, 187
Inductor, 606
Industrial temperature range, 288
Input
  current of op-amp, 246
    high voltage, 525
  impedance, 185, 651
  impedance of op-amp, 257
  low voltage, 525
  noise generators (op-amp), 252
  offset, 229
  offset amplification, 269
  offset of op-amp, 246
  protection, 188
  rail-to-rail operation, 261
  referred noise, 229, 551
  resistance, 265
  resistance of op-amp stage, 271
  resistance of two-port, 474
Input–output transfer characteristic, 246, 296
Input/output transfer characteristic
  of comparator, 223
Instability, 541
  of sequential circuit, 358
Instrumentation amplifier, 241
Integral Non-Linearity (INL), 298, 310
Integrated capacitors, 215
Integration with op-amp, 266
Integrator, 203, 214
  with OTA, 282
Intellectual Property (IP), 378
Interfaces, 182
Interference, 77, 182
Interrupt, 361
Intrinsic gain of MOS transistor, 452
Intrinsic monotonicity, 310, 313
Inversion of voltage, 604
Inverting addition, 210
Inverting amplifier, 257, 268, 447
  equivalent input resistance, 262
  with Bipolar Transistor, 459
  with resistive load, 423
Inverting integrator, 214
Ion implantation, 405
Jitter, 640
JK flip-flop, 519
John Bardeen, 394
Junction Field-effect Transistor (JFET), 439
Kelvin divider, 306
Kick-back effect, 185
Kilby, 394
Kirchhoff, 5
  equation, 407
Laplace, 31, 46, 47, 148
Laplace transform, 5, 640
Large signal
  equation, 446
  gain ($A_V$), 449
  voltage gain of comparator, 286
  voltage gain of op-amp, 246
Large-Scale Integration (LSI), 229
Latch, 374, 514
Latency time, 294
Lateral diffusion, 412
Leakage current, 417, 529
Least Significant Bit (LSB), 297
Library database, 240
Linear
  feedback system, 541
  region of MOS, 528
  regulator, 581
Lithium-ion rechargeable battery, 618
Load
  cell, 295
  current, 586
  line, 408
  regulation parameter, 581
Log scale, 151
Logarithmic response, 222
Logic
  analyzer, 655
  comparator, 509
  Gate, 229, 495
  inverter, 496
  signal, 34
Look-Up Table (LUT), 357, 647
Loop
  compensation, 612
  gain, 542, 556
Low bandwidth, 137
Low Drop-out (LDO), 591
Low Noise Amplifier (LNA), 10
Low-pass RC filter, 255
Low-to-high
  propagation delay, 521
  transition, 526
Macro-cells, 233
Macro-functions, 233
Macro-model, 242
Magneto-resistive RAM (MRAM), 385
Master clock, 306
Master–slave flip-flop, 520
Matching, 208
  accuracy, 215
  for good inverting amplification, 260
  of electrical variables, 220
  termination, 187
Maximum current at output of op-amp, 278
Maximum power point, 618
Medium-Scale Integration (MSI), 229
Memory capacity, 381
Metal–Insulator–Metal (MIM), 216
Metal–Metal Comb Capacitor (MMCC), 217
Metal-Programmable Gate Array (MPGA), 378
Metals interconnection, 406
Micro-crack, 245
Micro-power, 414
Microcontroller, 233
Microphone, 122
Microprocessor, 26, 110, 360
Miller theorem, 457
Missing code, 298
Mix of audio signals, 264
Mixer, 223
Modified Booth coding, 370
Modular design, 182
Monostable, 624
Monte Carlo analysis, 25, 227
Moore's law, 18
MOS transistor, 411
  inverter with resistive load, 451
  symbols, 412
Multi-bit adder, 363
Multichannel oscilloscope, 654
Multimeter, 651
Multiplexer (MUX), 231, 511, 534
Multiplication by constant, 212
Multiplying DAC (MDAC), 315
Multivibrator, 627
N-channel, 411
N-periodic, 70
NAND
  transistor implementation, 530
NAND gate, 496
Nanometer technology, 413
Negative feedback, 257, 259
Newton–Raphson algorithm, 24
Nickel–Metal hydrate rechargeable battery, 617
Nickel–Zinc rechargeable battery, 617
Noise, 171
  1/f, 86, 440
  burst, 85
  flicker or 1/f, 252
  immunity, 498
  in feedback scheme, 549
  margin, 498
  spectrum, 253
  thermal noise, 82
  white contribution, 252
  white noise, 84
noise, 76
Nominal case, 32
Non-dominant pole, 250, 546
Non-inverting amplifier, 261
  equivalent circuit, 261
  gain, 261
  input swing, 263
Non-inverting buck–boost, 610
Non-linear, 169
  amplifier, 549
  error, 309
  limits, 278
  parasitic, 217
  processing, 132
Non-linearity, 298
Non-monotonicity, 298, 313
Non-overlapped phases, 225
Non-periodic signal, 653
Non-Recurrent Engineering (NRE) cost, 377
NOR
  transistor implementation, 530
NOR gate, 496
Norton transformation, 185
NPN bipolar transistor, 425
Number of bits, 296
Numbering system, 348
Nyquist criterion, 559
Nyquist-rate, 295
Offline, 623
Offset, 76, 193
  in A/D converter, 298
  op-amp, 243
On-resistance
  of diodes, 578
  of switch, 309
One logic, 348
Ones’ complement, 365
Online, 623
Op-amp
  common-mode gain, 243
  general description, 244
  ideal operation, 242
  symbol, 242
Operational Transconductance Amplifier (OTA), 280
OR gate, 496
Oscillator, 627
Oscilloscope, 652
Out-of-chip component, 644
Output
  clipping, 278
  conductance of MOS, 420
  dynamic range, 279
  Enable (OE), 534
impedance, 185
resistance of two-port, 475
resistance of unity gain buffer, 265
Overcharging, 617
Overdrive of comparator, 286
Overdrive voltage, 414, 421, 636
Oversampled converter, 295
Oversampling Ratio (OSR), 295
Overvoltage, 192
Oxide semiconductor interface, 414

p–n junction, 12, 396, 400
P-channel, 411
Packet, 350
Page, 383
Parallel (or shunt) connection, 551
Parallel-plate capacitor, 401
Parametric catalog, 241
Parasitic capacitance
  in DACs, 312
  of MOS, 417
  of wire connection, 526
Parasitic insensitivity, 219, 314
Parasitic junction capacitance, 400
Parity
  checker, 387, 513
  generator, 513
Partial product, 365
Pass transistor, 589
Pass-gate logic, 532
Peak voltage, 651
Peak-to-peak, 607
Periodic reset of capacitors, 269
Phase
  Bode diagram, 155
  increment, 648
  locked oscillator, 642
  margin, 250, 562
  noise, 634, 640
Phase shift, 541
Phase-Frequency Detector (PFD), 642
Phase-Locked Loop (PLL), 642
Phase-shift oscillator, 630
Photodiode, 12
Photoresist, 405
Piezoelectric device, 618
Pin-to-pin compatibility, 295
Pipeline, 370
Pipelined multiplier, 370
Pixel, 12
Plastic Dual In-Line (PDIL), 254
PNP bipolar transistor, 425
Point contact transistor, 394
Pole splitting technique, 565
Poly–poly capacitor, 217
Polymer dielectric, 215
Portable Media Player (PMP), 101
Post-filter, 304
Post-processing of signal, 303
Power
  Amplifier (PA), 10
  consumption of CMOS inverter, 529
  Dissipation (of op-amp), 249
  harvesting, 571, 618
  management, 615
  of logic gates, 497
  optimization, 615
  supply rejection, 590
  Supply Rejection Ratio (PSRR), 251
Pre-charge, 535
Pre-condition of signals, 303
Pre-distortion, 223
Pre-filter, 304
PreAmp, 289
Preset time, 521
Primary coil, 573
Printed Circuit Board (PCB), 6
Probe, 652
Processing
  addition, 206
  derivative, 219
  multiplication, 212
  sampled-data, 225
  with capacitors, 209
Product-of-Sums (PoS), 502
Programmable
  Array Logic (PAL), 378
  Logic Devices (PLD), 233, 378
  Read-Only Memory (PROM), 384
Propagation delay, 286, 354, 497, 527, 631
Protection scheme, 593
Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN), 103
Pull-down switch, 530
Pull-up switch, 530
Pulse duration, 625
Pulse signal, 42
Quadratic response, 222
Quadratic superposition, 163, 220, 227
Quality factor, 635
Quantization, 60
  Error, 63
  step, 306
Quantized-data, 34
Quartz, 8, 140
Quartz oscillator, 637
Quiescent point, 448, 456, 483
Race condition, 358
Radio Frequency IDentification (RFID), 107
Rail-to-rail, 253
  input, 249
  unity gain buffer, 266
Random error, 220
Random offset, 194
Random-Access Memory (RAM), 112, 382
Read-Write memory, 381
Real op-amps, 269
Real-time, 295, 657
Receiver, 350
Rechargeable battery, 615
Reconstruction Filter, 303
Rectifier, 581
Reference voltage, 589
Regenerative latch, 289
Register, 360, 371, 374
Rejection of disturbances, 587
Resistive divider, 306, 310
drop in real capacitor, 600
Resistor, 207
features, 207
parasitic capacitance, 207
temperature coefficient, 207
Resonant frequency, 628, 634
Resonant oscillator, 634
Reverse α, 431
Reverse β, 432
Reverse bias, 575
Ring oscillator, 631
Ripple, 600
Ripple-carry adder, 363
Rise front, 294
Rise Time, 251
Roll-off of Bode diagram, 249
Root locus, 561
Root-Mean-Square (RMS) voltage, 651
Routh criterion, 559
Row Address Strobe (RAS), 383
S–R
flip-flop, 519
latch, 516
Sampled-data, 161, 167
Sampled-data resistance, 226
Sampling
frequency, 303
oscilloscope, 655
rate, 306
Saturation current of diode junction, 431
Saturation region
of BJT, 431
of MOS, 415
Sawtooth, 612, 624
Second Harmonic Distortion (HD2), 253
Secondary battery, 615
Secondary coil, 573
Segmentation, 313, 316
Selection network in capacitor-based DACs, 312
Selective protection, 403
Sense amplifier, 387
Sensitivity, 162, 227, 280
Sensor, 11
Sequential circuit, 358, 514
SerDes, 351
Serializer, 351
Series linear regulator, 583
Series–series feedback, 551
Series–shunt feedback, 551
Set–Reset NAND (S–R NAND), 514
Set–Reset NOR (S–R NOR), 514
Shift and add, 370
Shift register, 232
Shockley diode equation, 396
Shunt–series feedback, 551
Shunt–shunt feedback, 551
Shutdown, 254
Signal
bus, 230
coding, 64
correlation, 227
integrity, 652
processing, 127, 181
synchronization, 189
Signal-to-Noise plus Distortion Ratio (SNDR), 86
Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR), 86, 87, 129
and number of bits, 301
of data converter, 299
Simplex, 350
Sine wave, 38, 144
Single pole frequency response, 453
Single shot pulse, 624
Single-pole model, 276
Sleep mode, 621
Slew-rate, 189, 250, 277
Slope discontinuity, 548
Small signal
π-model, 463
circuit, 255
equivalent circuit diode, 398
equivalent circuit of cells, 446
equivalent circuit of CMOS inverter, 452
gain (A_v), 449
Small-Scale Integration (SSI), 229
Small-signal analysis of BJT inverter, 462
equivalent circuit of BJT, 434
Snapshot, 653
Software-defined radio, 122
Software-programmable hardware, 229
Solar cell, 618
Solar irradiation, 618
Solder joints, 239
Soldering temperature, 245
Source, 411
Source follower, 471
output resistance, 475
small-signal equivalent circuit, 473
Specific energy, 615, 617
Specifications, 33
Spectrum analyzer, 657
Spice, 24
Spur rejection, 303
Spurious Free Dynamic Range (SFDR), 301
Square wave
  multiplication, 223
  spectrum, 225
Stability
  control, 540
  of feedback schemes, 559
  robustness, 559
Standard cell design, 378
State machine, 358
Static
  input–output transfer characteristic, 449
  power, 441
  sensitivity of comparator, 286
Static Random-Access Memory (SRAM), 378, 385
Steady-state condition, 603
Step signal, 42
Stopband of anti-aliasing filter, 303
Storage temperature, 245
Strain gauge, 295
  sensor, 359
Strip-line, 354
Strobe, 223
Sub-threshold region, 415
Subscriber Line Interface Circuit (SLIC), 104
Sum-of-Products (SoP), 502
Super-β transistor, 433
Superposition principle, 189, 208, 227, 261, 262
Supply voltage of op-amp, 246
Surface mounting, 254
Swept Spectrum Analyzer (SSA), 657
Switch leakage, 226
Switched capacitor, 225
  parasitic capacitance, 226
  regulator, 595
Switching regulator, 581, 604
Switching time, 285
Switching transient, 632
Symbol, 347
Symbol of BJT, 426
Synchronization, 351
Synchronous
  circuit, 230
  operation, 355
Synchronous Random-Access Memory (SDRAM), 385
System-in-Package (SiP), 6, 7
Systematic offset, 194

T-small signal model, 434
Tank oscillator, 634
Tantalum capacitor, 600
Tapered inverter, 535, 613
Teamwork, 19, 20
Temperature
  coefficient, 207
  dependent time constant, 268
  drift, 586
  sensor, 621
Testing, 16, 624
Thévenin transformation, 185
Thermal
  diffusion, 406
  shutdown, 593
  transfer capability, 595
Thermocouples, 651
Thermometric decoder, 314
Third Harmonic Distortion (HD3), 253
Threshold, 222
  detection, 284
  voltage, 397, 414
Through the hole, 254
Time constant, 138, 163, 457
Time constant accuracy, 267
Time domain, 45
Toggle operation, 519
Token, 374
Total Harmonic Distortion (THD)
  in data converters, 301
Trade-off, 620
Transconductance
  current, 283
  gain, 280, 587
  gain of BJT, 435
  gain of MOS, 420
Transconductor, 552
Transducer, 11
Transfer function, 147, 168, 203
Transfer gain, 542
Transistor Transfer Logic (TTL), 188
Transmitter, 350
Transresistance, 464, 553
Tree of switches, 307
Tri-state logic, 534
Triboelectricity, 191
Trigger control, 653
Trimming, 77
Triode region of MOS, 415
Truth table, 363, 498, 532
Tuning range, 637
Turn-on time, 576
Two tones, 39
Two’s complement, 365
Two-port equivalent, 459
Two-tone signals, 82

Ultra Large-Scale Integration (USI), 229
UMOS, 443
Unary scheme, 315
Uncorrelated errors, 267
Unity gain, 213
  buffer, 265
  frequency, 250
Unity resistor, 309
Up-counter, 230
Variable clock generator, 596
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Variance, 37, 244
Varicap (or varactor), 401, 636
Vector diagram, 146
Vector Signal Analyzer (VSA), 657
Vertical Metal–Oxide–Silicon (VMOS), 442
Very Large-Scale Integration (VLSI), 229
Video application, 302
Video compression, 175
Virtual ground, 209
Virtual instrument, 649
Virtual short circuit, 213, 257, 261
Voltage
  amplifier with OTA, 280
  boost, 390, 593
  coefficient, 207
  Controlled Oscillator (VCO), 596, 636
  decoupling interface, 265
  gain of BJT inverter, 464
  headroom, 591
  midpoint, 523
  rectifier, 572
  reference, 492
  regulator, 581
  ripple, 579
  sensing for memory, 389
  to current conversion, 282
Voltage-Controlled Voltage Source (VCVS), 255, 260
Voltage-to-current scheme converter, 209
Von Neumann architecture, 360

Wake-up
  mode, 621
  time, 254
Walter Brattain, 394
Weighted addition of signal, 264
Wien-bridge oscillator, 629
William Shockley, 394
Windowing, 70
Wireless communication, 295
Word-length, 230, 350
Worst case, 32

XNOR gate, 497
XOR gate, 497

Yield, 240

z-transformations, 31
Zener
  mechanism, 402
  regulator, 581
Zero in the right-hand half s-plane, 469
Zero logic, 348